**Cgm**

> 9,000
> > 40,000

**Vicon was the pioneer of early mocap for clinical gait in...**

**1984**

**2004**

**2017**

**2017**

Vicon purchased Imasure to drive our inertial innovation forward.

**2017**

CE marked products, and declaration of conformity, ensures standards of medical devices directive are fulfilled.

**2000+ Vicon life sciences installations worldwide**

**75 countries**

**35 years ago**

Vicon was the world’s first 4 megapixel camera in 2004.

**Vicon purchased Imasure to drive our inertial innovation forward**

Focus on improving software, hardware and our support services to expand and carry out more incisive research.

**13 year support team with over 20 years of experience in life sciences**

**2000+ Vicon life sciences installations worldwide**

**75 countries**

**35 years ago**

**7 years from last sale**

**100% of our support team have life sciences backgrounds**
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www.vicon.com/lifesciences